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Southwest Systems Technology starts the New Year with two new Account Managers 

 
DALLAS, TX — January 2022 — Southwest Systems Technology, Inc., the leading 
manufacturing resource for the Southwest, is pleased to announce that it has hired Sean Mathis 
as its newest Outside Account Manager, covering Houston and Austin, Texas. Mathis joins the 
sales team along with Victor Migri.  
 
“Sean is a true sales professional with a competitive edge,” 
stated Scott Fillebrown, Principal, Southwest Systems. “I am 
confident that he will have a long, successful career with 
Southwest Systems.”  
 
Mathis has a proven background in sales in highly competitive 
environments. He strives to provide the best possible 
experience for each client. Mathis has won numerous sales 
awards, including three Winner’s Circle Awards for attracting 
new clients and converting new clients into long-term clients. 
Additionally, he has won individual sales awards for being 
named among the top 10 producers out of more than 1000 
salespeople.  
 
Mathis has a proven ability to generate enthusiasm for high 
quality products, and a track record for maintaining client 
relationships. He earned his Bachelor’s degree from Baylor 
University and Master’s degree from the University of North Carolina.  
 
For more information about Southwest Systems Technology, contact Scott Fillebrown at 
Scott@SWSystems.com or visit www.swsystems.com.  
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About Southwest Systems Technology, Inc. 
Southwest Systems Technology, Inc., was founded in 1989. The company has offices in Dallas, Austin, El 
Paso, McAllen, and Guadalajara, Mexico. Southwest Systems’ philosophy is to technically present the 
myriad of products it represents in a thorough and professional manner; proficiently and with discerning 
sophistication. The company sells products in both the electronic and semiconductor manufacturing 
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industries. It sells capital equipment and materials, and its sales engineers are trained in the latest 
industry processes and technologies. For more information, visit www.swsystems.com.  
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